Medial meniscal extrusion: Detection, evaluation and clinical implications.
The menisci play an important role in knee kinematics. Their unique anatomy allows them to channel forces generated during knee movements through the larger tibio-femoral condylar surfaces while simultaneously resisting deleterious hoop stresses. Although physiologic meniscal extrusion occurs with every knee joint movement, pathologic meniscal extrusion subjects the knee to persistent and excessive load transmission. This renders the knee structures susceptible to injury or exacerbates worsening of existing knee joint internal derangement. Detection and quantification of meniscus extrusion is important given its association with underlying pathological processes and internal derangements such as cartilage loss, osteoarthritis and meniscal tears. The medial and lateral menisci vary in size, attachments and load transmission, and the medial meniscus is more susceptible to injury. In this article, the authors illustrate the role of meniscus kinematics, and the identification and quantification of medial meniscal extrusion. Multimodality imaging appearances and implications of presence of medial meniscal extrusion in different knee joint pathologies are discussed with review of the relevant literature.